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OVERSEAS PROGRAM, Long-term Unemployment in Eastern Europe
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Long-term Unemployment (session II; volume IV)
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Women and Work (session II; volume IV)
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Regularly Scheduled Sessions:

Opening Session

Friday, 22 September

GENERAL TIMETABLE

Sunday, 22 September

Welcome to York's Main Building

Monday, 23 September

Registration

Registration

Farewell Session: 3, Four Pieces of the Long-term Unemployment Puzzle

Keywords: Spatial

Tuesday, 24 September

EAFE Session

Long-term Unemployment (session II; volume IV)
Western Europe: Long-term Unemployment (session II; volume IV)
Women and Work (session II; volume IV)
Women and Work (session II; volume IV)
Women and Work (session II; volume IV)
Women and Work (session II; volume IV)
Women and Work (session II; volume IV)
Women and Work (session II; volume IV)

Regularly Scheduled Sessions:

Opening Session

Wednesday, 25 September

Research Conference on Employment

Thursday, 26 September

Research Conference on Employment

Friday, 27 September

Research Conference on Employment

Saturday, 28 September

Research Conference on Employment

Sunday, 29 September

Research Conference on Employment

Monday, 30 September

Research Conference on Employment

Tuesday, 31 October

Research Conference on Employment

Wednesday, 1 November

Research Conference on Employment

Thursday, 2 November

Research Conference on Employment

Friday, 3 November

Research Conference on Employment

Saturday, 4 November

Research Conference on Employment

Sunday, 5 November

Research Conference on Employment

Monday, 6 November

Research Conference on Employment

Tuesday, 7 November

Research Conference on Employment

Wednesday, 8 November

Research Conference on Employment

Thursday, 9 November

Research Conference on Employment

Friday, 10 November

Research Conference on Employment

Saturday, 11 November

Research Conference on Employment

Sunday, 12 November

Research Conference on Employment

Monday, 13 November

Research Conference on Employment

Tuesday, 14 November

Research Conference on Employment

Wednesday, 15 November

Research Conference on Employment
Work Permit and Employment Contracts
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Session I: Employment, Education, Training, and Economic Performance: Focus on Europe

Chair: Heike Zimmermann
Room 112

Education and Training

- Education and Training: Focus on Europe's Education Systems
- European Education Systems: Challenges and Opportunities
- The Impact of Globalization on European Education

Economic Performance

- Economic Performance in Europe: Trends and Challenges
- The Role of Education in Economic Development
- The Impact of Education on Employment Rates

Session I: Employment, Education, Training, and Economic Performance: Focus on Europe
Session II: Employment and Training

Building A (same)

Session II: Migration and Employment

Building A (same)
Session II: Economic and Social Policy
Room 113

Panel Discussion: Productive and Inclusive Development in Sub-Saharan Africa

Panel Members:
1. Jane Darko, World Bank
2. Peter McHale, IFAD
3. John Agyeman, African Union

Moderator: Dr. Jane Darko, World Bank

Date: September 22, 2022
Time: 10:00 AM - 11:30 AM
Location: National Convention Center, Accra, Ghana
20:30-21:00  
Semin Meeting

15

EVE: Evening at the Water's Edge

Room 117

Semin Meeting

16

FRIDAY, EMERGING CHALLENGES AND UPSIDE IN FRANCHISING

Robert Langan, the head of the market of young business economists in Germany, presented a new model for successful franchisee earnings. The model, which focuses on the integration of local and national markets, was well received by attendees.

Room 115

EVE: Evening at the Water's Edge

Session II: Human Capital and Economic Performance

Chair: Svein Ristad-Nilssen

Eve Nissen, in her presentation, discussed the importance of human capital in economic performance. She highlighted the role of education and training in developing human capital and how it impacts economic growth.

Room 106

Session II: Human Capital and Economic Performance

Chair: Janum Refsrud

Lunch at the Water's Edge

Room 113

Dynamic Factors and Occupational Choice: A panel of experts, including Svein Ristad-Nilssen, discussed the dynamic factors and occupational choice in economic performance.

Room 117

Semin Meeting
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FRIDAY, EMERGING CHALLENGES AND UPSIDE IN FRANCHISING

Chair: Svein Ristad-Nilssen

Session II: Human Capital and Economic Performance

Chair: Janum Refsrud

Lunch at the Water's Edge

Room 114

Session II: Human Capital and Economic Performance

Chair: Janum Refsrud

Lunch at the Water's Edge

Room 115

EVE: Evening at the Water's Edge

Session II: Human Capital and Economic Performance

Chair: Svein Ristad-Nilssen

Lunch at the Water's Edge

Room 117

Semin Meeting
Session VII: Emotions and Emotional Intelligence
Room 105

- Emotions and Emotional Intelligence
- "Happy, Sad, Angry: The Science of Emotion" by Daniel Goleman
- "Understanding the Brain: The Science of Emotional Intelligence" by Daniel Goleman
- "The Power of Emotional Intelligence: How to Tune into Your Emotions to Get a Leg up in Business and Life" by Daniel Goleman

Session VI: Analysis, Prediction, and Forecasting
Room 102

- Analysis, Prediction, and Forecasting
- "Time Series Analysis: Techniques and Applications" by Andrew Harvey
- "Forecasting and Simulation: A Comprehensive Guide" by Andrew Harvey
- "Advanced Forecasting Techniques: A Practical Guide" by Andrew Harvey

Session V: Unemployment and Macroeconomic Analysis
Room 107

- Unemployment and Macroeconomic Analysis
- "The Macroeconomic Consequences of Unemployment" by Andrew Harvey
- "Unemployment and Macroeconomic Policy" by Andrew Harvey
- "The Role of Macroeconomics in Policy-making" by Andrew Harvey

Session IV: Education, Training, and Labor Markets
Room 115

- Education, Training, and Labor Markets
- "The Future of Education: Trends and Challenges" by Andrew Harvey
- "Training and Labor Markets: Issues and Strategies" by Andrew Harvey
- "Labor Market Dynamics: Trends and Implications" by Andrew Harvey

Session III: Organization and Employment
Room 113

- Organization and Employment
- "The Role of Human Resources in Organizational Performance" by Andrew Harvey
- "The Impact of Workforce Management on Organizational Performance" by Andrew Harvey
- "Leadership and Organizational Change: Strategies for Success" by Andrew Harvey

Session II: Labor, Inflation, and Economic Performance
Room 111

- Labor, Inflation, and Economic Performance
- "The Role of Labor Markets in Economic Performance" by Andrew Harvey
- "Inflation and Economic Performance: A Comprehensive Guide" by Andrew Harvey
- "Economic Performance and Labor Markets: A Comparative Analysis" by Andrew Harvey

Session I: Human Capital Essentials
Room 109

- Human Capital Essentials
- "The Role of Human Capital in Economic Performance" by Andrew Harvey
- "Human Capital Management: Strategies for Success" by Andrew Harvey
- "The Impact of Human Capital on Economic Performance" by Andrew Harvey

Workshops, Panels, and Conferences:
Room 109

- Workshops
- Panels
- Conferences
Lunch Break
Lunch and "Jayco" Main Building Forum
13.00 - 14.00

Closing Session
Building A (Sale)
12.30 - 13.00

Jan SVEJNAR, An Overview of Labour Markets in Transition
Building A (Sala)
11.30 - 12.30

Session I
Chair: Leonardo TROMSTEDT
Room 118
European and Regional Labour Markets: a Comparative Perspective

NOTE: ( ) denotes presentations which are not included in conference volumes (papers)


Euro-Economists: 

- Michel de Falleur, OECD, VADENVILLE, France, Costs of Cross-Border Work for Workers: A Comparative Perspective
- Sergio Pires do BERNET, Regional Labour Markets, A Comparative Perspective